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The role of the metastable Ar atoms in a 1-cm-diameter cylindrical hollow cathode discharge 共HCD兲
is studied self-consistently based on a hybrid model and experimental measurements in the pressure
range of 0.3– 1 Torr and currents of 1 – 10 mA. The model comprises submodels based on the
principles of Monte Carlo and fluid simulations. The Monte Carlo model describes the movement
of the fast electrons, fast Ar and Cu atoms, and fast Ar+ and Cu+ ions as particles, while in the fluid
model, the slow electrons, Ar+, Cu+ ions, Cu, and Ar metastable atoms are treated as a continuum.
The population of the two metastable states within the 3p54s configuration 共3 P2 and 3 P0兲 were
combined into one collective level, for which the continuity equation was written. Typical
calculation results are, among others, the two-dimensional profiles of the production and the loss
rates of Ar metastable atoms, as well as the metastable atom densities and fluxes throughout the
complete HCD. Moreover, the calculated radial profiles 共averaged over the axial direction兲 of the Ar
metastable atom density are compared with experimental radial density profiles recorded by laser
absorption spectroscopy. The relative importance of the different processes determining the Ar
metastable population is analyzed, as well as the influence of pressure and voltage on them.
Experimental results evidence the presence of the metastable atom production source at the cathode
surface, probably originating from fast Ar+ ions and Ar atoms impinging on it. Comparison between
experimental and calculated Ar metastable atom densities shows a good agreement at low pressures,
but at 1 Torr the calculated values differ by a factor of 2 from the measured ones. Several possible
explanations for this discrepancy are discussed. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.1929857兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Hollow cathode discharges 共HCDs兲 are being used in a
wide variety of application fields, such as in plasma processing 共ion etching, thin-film deposition, and surface treatment兲,1 in lasers,2–4 and in spectroscopic analysis.5–9 To improve the results in these application fields, it is important to
understand the different mechanisms involved in the discharge. This can be achieved by numerical modeling. In previous works,10,11 we have concentrated on the study of the
properties of HCDs and on the charged particles present in
the plasma. In the present work, we will focus on the behavior of the Ar metastable atoms 共Arm兲 and their interaction
with the other particles present in the HCD.
The general processes, which determine the metastable
a兲
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atom density in glow discharges, were studied by
Ebbinghaus.12 Since then many papers have been published,
where the Arm metastables are being studied either experimentally 共using atomic absorption spectroscopy,13–16 plasmainduced emission spectroscopy,17 laser-induced fluorescence,18 etc.兲 as well as by numerical models 共where the
transport of metastable atoms is described by continuity
equations, yielding the metastable density兲.19–21 The population of Arm metastable atoms was studied, experimentally
and with the use of balance equations, in various kinds of
plasmas including afterglow,22,23 dc,24 rf,25–27 and helicon15
discharges. Also some studies have been performed with respect to the role of metastables in the glow discharge with
formation of a positive column 共PC兲.28,29
In the present paper, we will analyse the role of Arm
metastable atoms in a HCD, using a metastable transport
model, which is combined with a hybrid Monte Carlo fluid
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model for electrons, Ar+ and Cu+ ions, fast Ar atoms 共Ar f 兲,
and fast and thermal Cu atoms. A similar combination of
models has been applied in the literature for the simulation
of glow discharges with planar cathode, both in Ar, in dc,30
and rf 共Ref. 26兲 regimes. The advantage of this procedure is
that it allows following the influence of the metastable atoms
on the electron energy distribution, the ionization rates, the
ion and electron densities, etc., as well as the influence of
these parameters on the metastable atom density. Moreover,
Arm metastables play a decisive role in the ionization of the
sputtered Cu atoms.
Calculated metastable atom density profiles 共axially averaged兲 are compared with experimental density profiles
measured by laser absorption in similar discharge geometry
共1-cm diameter, 3 cm long兲 and at the same conditions
共0.3– 1 Torr pressure and 1 – 10-mA current兲.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
A. Assumptions of the model

The discharge gas was assumed to be argon at room
temperature and uniformly distributed throughout the discharge, i.e., the thermal motion of the gas atoms is neglected.
The other species considered in the model are fast and slow
electrons, singly charged fast and slow positive argon 共Ar+兲
and copper 共Cu+兲 ions, metastable Arm atoms, fast Ar atoms,
and fast and slow Cu atoms. As fast particles are considered
the particles for which it is necessary to get the energy distribution in order to accurately calculate the 共inelastic or
elastic兲 collision and/or sputtering rates.
The Ar f atoms are formed by elastic collisions of Ar+
ions and Cu+ ions with the background Ar gas and are assumed to have energies higher than 1 eV. The fact that we
consider a fraction of the Ar atoms as fast particles does not
contradict the assumption that the gas is uniformly distributed throughout the discharge, because the fast Ar f atom density is much lower 共four orders of magnitude兲 than the density of the discharge gas.11 Nevertheless, these fast Ar f atoms
can be important in the discharge because they play a role in
ionization and excitation of Ar atoms and in the cathode
sputtering 共see below兲.
The fast Cu atoms 共Cu f 兲 are the sputtered atoms from the
cathode. Indeed the Cu atoms are emitted with an initial
energy of several eV and they are considered as fast particles
until they are thermalized, i.e., mainly due to elastic collisions with the background gas.
The fast Ar+ and fast Cu+ ions are considered in the
cathode dark space 共CDS兲, where these ions gain energy
from the electric field and they are described through a
Monte Carlo approach.
The electrons are split up into two groups:31 the fast
electrons, with high enough energy to cause inelastic collisions, and the slow electrons, which do not have enough
energy. The energy threshold for considering electrons as fast
particles was 4.6 eV, which corresponds to the ionization
energy of the Ar metastable levels.
The two metastable levels of Ar, 3 P2 and 3 P0, which are
lying at 11.55 and 11.72 eV above the ground state, respectively, have been combined into one collective level, lying at

11.55 eV.30 This assumption was made based on the fact that
according to their statistical weights, g = 2J + 1, where J is the
total angular momentum of the state, the 3 P0 level is expected to be five times less populated than the 3 P2 level and
in our experiments, density ratios close to 1 / 7 were measured in the HCD. This significantly lower population of the
3
P0 level was also confirmed in previous studies in different
kinds of discharges.13,32 Besides that, our interest in studying
the metastable Arm atoms is concerned with their influence
on the electrical properties of the discharge, on the secondary
electron emission, and on the ionization of the sputtered Cu
atoms, for which only the total metastable density is important.
In the following, we will emphasize on the description of
the Arm metastable fluid model because of the comparison
between calculated and experimental results. The models applied for the electrons, Ar+ ions, and fast Ar f atoms were
mainly explained in our previous papers.10,11 Here they will
be described only briefly, pointing out the modifications done
in order to account for processes which were not considered
in Refs. 10 and 11. In order to analyze the loss of Arm metastable atoms by ionization with the sputtered Cu atoms, it is
also necessary to know the Cu atom density. Therefore, we
had to incorporate in the model three submodels: a Monte
Carlo 共MC兲 model for the fast Cu f atoms, a MC model for
the fast Cu+ ions, and a fluid model for the slow Cu atoms
and Cu+ ions. These models are described in a forthcoming
paper, related specifically to the study of the sputtered atoms
and the corresponding ions,33 but the main outline of these
models, for a dc glow discharge and for a HCD, is given in
Refs. 34 and 35, respectively.

B. Fluid models

The fluid model considers the plasma as a continuum,
which is characterized by macroscopic, ensemble-averaged
magnitudes. The transport of this continuum is described by
solving, for each kind of plasma species 共electrons, positive
and negative ions, metastable atoms, etc.兲, some moments of
the collisional Boltzmann equations: the continuity, the momentum, the energy equations, etc. In a fluid model for
collision-dominated plasma, it is assumed that the velocity
distribution of each fluid is in hydrodynamic equilibrium
with the local electric field.36 In that case the momentum
balance equation is replaced by the drift-diffusion approximation and the energy equation is simplified by the localfield approximation. Hence, the transport of each fluid can be
described by the continuity and flux equations only.37 In the
case of charged fluids, it is necessary to couple these equations with the Poisson’s equation in order to calculate the
electric field. As fluid we consider here: the slow electrons in
the negative glow 共NG兲 共i.e., the slow electrons are present
only in the NG, because in the CDS they always gain energy
from the electric field兲, as well as the Ar+ ions, the Cu+ ions,
the thermalized Cu atoms, and the Arm metastable atoms, in
the complete discharge.
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TABLE I. Production and loss processes considered in the fluid model for the Arm metastable atoms.
Production processes
Ar+ e f → Ar + e f
Ar+ Ar+ → Arm + Ar+
Ar+ Ar f → Arm + Ar f
Ar+ + e → Arm + h
m

Rates or rates coefficients
Sexc,e 关calculated in MC-e兴a
Sexc,Ar+ 关calculated in MC-Ar+兴b
Sexc,Ar f 关calculated in MC-Ar f 兴b
krec = 1 ⫻ 10−11 cm3 s−1c

Electron-impact excitation
Ion-impact excitation
Atom-impact excitation
Radiative recombination

Loss processes
Arm + e f → Ar+ + 2e f
Electron-impact ionization
Arm + Arm → Ar+ + Ar+ e f
Pooling ionization
Arm + e → Ar* + e → Ar+ h + e
Effective-electron quenching
Arm + Cu→ Ar+ Cu+ + e
Penning ionization
Arm + Ar→ Ar+ Ar
Two-body collision
Arm + 2Ar→ Ar*2 + Ar
Three-body collision
Diffusion to the walls, followed by deexcitation at the walls

Se,ion,m 关calculated in MC-e兴d
kmet = 6.4⫻ 10−10 cm3 s−1e
kq = 1 ⫻ 10−8 cm3 s−1e
kPen = 2.6⫻ 10−10 cm3 s−1f
k2B = 2.3⫻ 10−15 cm3 s−1g
k3B = 1.4⫻ 10−34 cm6 s−1g
DArm = 54 cm2 s−1h

a

Taken from Refs. 38–40.
Taken from Ref. 41.
c
Taken from Ref. 42.
d
Taken from Ref. 43.
e
Taken from Ref. 29.
f
Taken from Ref. 30.
g
Taken from Ref. 13.
h
Taken from Ref. 23.
b

1. Fluid model for the Ar+ ions and slow electrons

The description of this model is already given in Ref. 11.
Here we should only point out that because other ionization
collisions were added 共see below Sec. II C 1兲, the production
of electrons and Ar+ ions was enhanced and consequently,
the source terms of the slow electron and Ar+ ion continuity
equations should include all these processes. The contribution of the Cu+ ion density 共nCu+兲 to the total charge density
was considered and hence explicitly added as a term to the
right-hand side of the Poisson equation:
ⵜ 2V = −

e
共nAr+ + nCu+ − ne − nefast兲,
0

共1兲

where 0 is the permittivity of the free space, e is the electron
charge, V is the electric potential, nAr+ and nCu+ are the Ar+
and Cu+ ion densities, respectively, and ne and nefast are the
slow and fast electron densities, respectively.
2. Fluid model for Arm metastable atoms

The transport of Arm metastable atoms is described by
the continuity and flux equations. The production and loss
terms of the continuity equation are given by the following
processes: radiative recombination of Ar+ ions with thermal
electrons, and impact excitation by fast electrons, fast Ar+
ions, and fast Ar f atoms, were considered as production processes to the metastable state, while the following processes
were included as loss mechanisms: fast electron-impact ionization from the metastable state, electron-impact transfer
共also called electron quenching兲 to the resonance level,
which decays to the ground state 共the resonance levels 3 P1
and 1 P1 have been lumped together into a collective level
symbolized by Ar*兲, metastable-metastable ionization 共also
called pooling ionization兲, Penning ionization of the sputtered Cu atoms, two-body collisions, and three-body collisions with ground-state Ar atoms, and diffusion to the walls

followed by deexcitation at the walls. Electron-impact excitation of metastable atoms to the 3p54p levels and other
high-lying states was not considered as a loss process, because the majority of atoms excited to higher levels radiate
down again to the 3p54s state and hence the net loss of the
metastable will be very small. The fast electron, fast Ar+ ion,
and fast Ar f atom collision rates were calculated in the corresponding Monte Carlo models through the energydependent cross sections. The cross section for electronimpact excitation to the metastable state was taken from
Mason and Newell,38 and factorized to the maximum value
of the cross section reported 共values presented only until
19 eV兲 by Puech and Torchin,39 which was recommended by
Phelps.40
Taking into account the production and loss processes
summarized in Table I 共Refs. 41–43兲 and the fact that the
flux is only determined by diffusion, the density of the collective metastable state is calculated with the following balance equation:

nArm
t

− DArmⵜ2nArm = Sprod − Sloss ,

共2兲

where
Sprod = Se,exc + SAr+,exc + SAr f ,exc + krecnenAr+ ,
Sloss = Se,ion,m + kselanArmne + 2kpool关nArm兴2 + kPennArmnCu
+ k2BnArmnAr + k3BnArm关nAr兴2 .
The boundary conditions are defined based on the fact
that a rather high population of metastable atoms was experimentally observed at the cathode walls. Note that in our previous models11,44 it was assumed that the metastable density
at the walls was equal to zero. The processes, which can be
responsible for the presence of the metastables at the cathode
walls, are most probably 共1兲 recombination of Ar+ ions with
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electrons at the cathode, yielding the formation of atoms in
excited metastable state, 共2兲 when fast Ar f atoms bombard
the cathode, a fraction of them might come back to the discharge in the excited metastable state. And 共3兲 a part of the
metastable atoms impinging on the cathode surface are not
quenched and comes back to the gas phase as metastable
atoms. This mechanism has been recently observed with a
glass surface.16 However, quenching probabilities higher
than 99% were measured for metal surfaces.45
We selected the first possibility because at the concerned
energy range, i.e., energies less than 300 eV, the mechanism
to induce secondary electron emission by Ar+ ions at a clean
cathode surface is by potential emission,46,47 which means
neutralization and Auger deexcitation, i.e., the formation of
the metastable atoms is implicitly included.
In the present fluid model, the Arm metastable atom density at the cathode surface was taken equal to the measured
Arm metastable atom density and it is assumed that this
population is produced by a fraction of the bombarding Ar+
ion flux at the cathode, which after recombination, comes
back to the discharge as Arm metastable atoms. At the anode,
the Ar+ ion flux is low; most of the discharge current is given
by the electron flux.10 Hence the metastable atom density
was taken equal to zero. With these boundary conditions, Eq.
共2兲 is discretized and solved using the extended Thomas
algorithm.48
C. Monte Carlo models

The MC simulations can be used to handle situations
characterized by strong thermal nonequilibrium,49 such as for
the description of the fast electrons all over the discharge.
The particles are followed one after another and the collision
rates are calculated based on the energy-dependent cross sections. Hence, an accurate energy distribution function of the
particles can be calculated. The dynamics of the particles are
determined by Newton’s law of motion: mi共dv / dt兲 = qiEf,
where mi and qi are the mass and the charge of the particle i,
respectively, and Ef is the electric field. The velocity of the
particles is determined from the integral of motion. The particle position is calculated from the integration of the velocity equation. The average collision probability is reproduced
through the energy-dependent collisions cross sections and
the generation of random numbers. The self-consistently calculated electric field is obtained from the fluid model for the
charged particles, where the continuity and flux equations are
solved together with Poisson’s equation. 共See above: Sec.
II B 1.兲
In order to calculate more accurately the source terms
for the fluid models, the MC approach is applied also to
other fast particles, i.e., to the fast Cu f and fast Ar f atoms in
the complete discharge, and for the Ar+ and Cu+ ions in the
CDS.
1. Monte Carlo model for the fast electrons

This model was described in Refs. 10 and 11. Here it
was extended in order to account for the electron-impact ionization of Cu ground-state atoms. The cross section for this
process was taken from Vriens.50 Beside the cascade elec-

trons, created by electron-impact ionization of the Cu atoms,
also the electrons created by Penning ionization were followed.
2. Monte Carlo model for the fast Ar+ ions and fast
Arf atoms

The MC model for Ar+ ions and fast Ar f atoms is described in Ref. 11. Here we focus only on the modifications
due to the incorporation of the sputtered Cu atoms in the
model. Due to asymmetric charge transfer 共ACT兲 of Ar+ ions
with Cu atoms, Ar+ ions are lost. This loss of the Ar+ ions is
considered in the present MC model through the ACT collision rate calculated in the fluid model for Cu+ ions and Cu
atoms 共see Ref. 33兲. It should be noted that the loss and
creation of charged particles, especially of the Ar+ ions and
electrons, should always be carefully considered because the
Ar+ ions, together with the electrons, determine the electrical
properties of the glow discharge and they are important in
this respect for the current balance. Further, as a result of
Cu+ ion elastic collisions with the background Ar gas, fast
Ar f atoms can be created. These created fast Ar f atoms are
fed back to this model and are followed here in the same way
as the rest of the fast Ar f atoms. 共See Ref. 11 for more
details.兲
D. Coupling of the submodels

The above four submodels, together with the three models for the sputtered species, are coupled to each other due to
the interaction processes between the plasma species, and
they are solved iteratively until convergence is reached. The
latter is determined by the difference in the total current to
the anode in two successive iterations, which should be below 1%. Typically, three to four iterations were carried out
before convergence was reached.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The HCD geometry consists of a cylindrical hollow
cathode copper tube of 1-cm inner diameter and 3-cm length,
with a copper-made disk at each tube end. One of those disks
acted as anode, while the other disk was connected to the
cylindrical hollow cathode 共asymmetrical configuration兲. A
narrow slot of 0.1 cm wide and 1 cm long has been machined into each disk in order to allow the map of the laser
beam passing through the discharge. This HCD was surrounded by a Pyrex envelope and placed inside a vacuum
vessel evacuated by a turbomolecular pump. To eliminate
eventual introduction of impurities from outgassing or from
microleaks, the vacuum vessel was continuously flushed
with 3 SCCM 共standard cubic centimeter per minute兲 of
high-purity 共99.998%兲 argon gas. The gas pressure, measured with a capacitance nanometer, was varied from
0.3 to 1 Torr by adjusting the pumping speed with a control
valve. The discharge was operated at currents between 0.5
and 10 mA, for which the measured discharge voltage was
ranging from 230 to 316 V.
The population of the two metastable states 共3 P2 and
3
P0兲 was measured using optical absorption, with a tunable
Littman-type external-cavity diode laser 共LD110, Sacher La-
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FIG. 1. Schematic overview of the experimental setup.

sertechnik兲 as light source. The laser was tuned on the transitions  = 772.42 and 772.38 nm, originating from the 3 P2
and 3 P0 metastable levels, respectively. Figure 1 shows the
optical arrangement. Two secondary beams have been obtained using beam splitters. The first beam was used for the
precise frequency calibration with a Fabry–Perot interferometer and the absorption signal from the second beam, crossing a low-pressure reference argon glow discharge cell,
helped for the exact setting of the laser wavelength at the
center of the absorption lines.15,51 Before entering the
vacuum vessel, the main laser beam was attenuated and then
horizontally expanded with a set of four-successive grazing
angle incidence prisms, which provided a beam map covering the entire surface of the anode slot. Therefore, a 1.0
⫻ 0.1-cm laser map crossed the HCD cylinder parallel to its
axis and exited from the second slot, which was perfectly
aligned with the entrance slot. The laser beam was then detected with a photodiode array 共PDA-697, Andor Technology兲, whose 1024 pixels were also aligned with the slots.
Hence, each radial position r in the HDC corresponds to a
pixel number, n. Given the 25-m step of the pixels, the
laser map covered only 400 pixels of the detector. The PDA
was controlled by a personal computer. To record the radial
profile of the maximum absorption signal, when the laser
wavelength was set at the center of the line, the acquisition
of four-files was needed:
共a兲
共b兲
共c兲
共d兲

L p共n兲: 共plasma and laser on兲,
L0共n兲: 共laser with plasma off兲,
P共n兲: 共plasma without laser beam, stopped by a shutter兲, and
B共n兲: 共plasma and laser beam off: background, dark
counts, and readout noise兲.

According to the Beer–Lambert law, the radial profile of the
metastable atoms density, N共r兲, can be deduced from the
following relation:
具N共r兲典 = 40

冋

册

L p共n兲 − P共n兲
mc ␦D 1
ln
,
2 冑
e 2 ln 2/ lf
L0共n兲 − B共n兲

where m and e are the electrons mass and charge, c is the
light speed, ␦D = 共2冑ln 2 / 0兲 / 冑kBT共t兲 / M is the Doppler
width 关full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲兴 related to the
temperature T共r兲 of the metastable atoms, l is the length of
the HCD, and f is the oscillator strength of the line, whose

values are 0.028 and 0.31 for the 772.38- and 772.42-nm
lines, respectively.52 We estimate a radial resolution better
than 0.01 cm, corresponding to 4 pixels. We should point out
that the measured populations represent axially averaged values. To avoid saturation phenomena leading to an underestimation of the densities,53 the intensity of the monitoring laser
map was reduced to about 10 W / cm2.
In a preliminary experiment, the laser beam was limited
to 0.1 cm in diameter, the PDA was replaced with a photodiode 共PD兲, the laser frequency was modulated 共at 10 Hz兲
around the line center 共about 10-GHz modulation兲, and the
signal from the PD, together with the signals from detectors
1 and 2, were recorded with a digital oscilloscope 共see for
details Refs. 15 and 51兲. This was done in order to deduce
from the Doppler profile of the absorption line the temperature of metastable atoms, which is similar to the gas temperature Tg, under our pressure conditions.51 When moving the
laser beam along the diameter of the HCD, we did not observe any radial dependence of Tg, but a slight increase of Tg
with pressure and discharge current was observed. However,
to simplify, this dependence of Tg of the plasma parameters
is neglected in the model.
IV. RESULTS

The models were applied to a HCD, consisting of a cylindrical cathode closed at one end and a disk anode at the
other end, separated by 0.2 cm 共see Fig. 1 of Ref. 10兲. The
discharge conditions assumed in the model were taken from
the experiment, i.e., the gas pressure was varied from
0.3 to 1.0 Torr, the discharge current ranged from
1 to 9 mA, and a discharge voltage between 249 and 300 V
was applied to the cathode, whereas the anode was grounded.
The gas temperature was assumed to be at room temperature,
300 K.54
A. Calculated two-dimensional Arm metastable atom
density profiles

Figure 2 shows the calculated two-dimensional Ar metastable density profiles, obtained under the following assumptions, which yielded the best agreement with experiment:
共1兲 At the walls, a fraction 共in the order of several percent,
see Fig. 5兲 of the Ar+-ion flux comes back as Arm metastable atoms.
共2兲 The electron-quenching rate coefficient is assumed to be
equal to 1 ⫻ 10−8 cm3 s−1.
共3兲 It is assumed that the production of Arm metastable atoms is due to direct electron-impact excitation from the
ground state, as well as cascading from higher-lying
states, and the electron-impact excitation cross section
of Puech and Torchin39 is adopted.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that, for all the conditions, the Arm
metastable atom density is at maximum near the closed end
of the HCD 共i.e., at the “cathode bottom”兲. At 0.3 Torr, the
Arm metastable atom density is more spread out in the entire
discharge, due to diffusion, and is characterized by a parabolic shape in the radial direction. With increasing pressure,
on the other hand, the Arm metastable atoms become more
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FIG. 2. Calculated two-dimensional profiles of the Ar metastable atom
population at 6 mA at 0.3 Torr 共a兲, 0.6 Torr 共b兲, 0.8 Torr 共c兲, and at 1 Torr
共d兲.

concentrated near the cathode bottom, and the metastable
density distribution shows a more flat profile in the radial
direction, with even the appearance of a dip at the discharge
axis.
B. Comparison between calculated and measured
metastable densities

FIG. 3. Radial dependence of the 共axially averaged兲 Arm metastable atom
density profiles at four different pressures: experimental profiles 共a , c , e , g兲
and calculated profiles 共b , d , f , h兲.

To allow comparison with the measured density profiles
共left column of Fig. 3兲, the calculated two-dimensional Arm
metastable density profiles were averaged over the axial distance, and the radial profiles obtained in that way are shown
in the right column of Fig. 3. The calculated and measured
profiles are in reasonable agreement. At all pressures investigated, the calculated and experimental profiles show a simi-

lar radial dependence as well as variation with current. For
instance, at 0.3 Torr, all Arm metastable densities peak at the
HCD axis, and show a nearly parabolic profile, which suggests that the loss is dominated by diffusion to the walls and
subsequent deexcitation at the walls55 关Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲兴.
With increasing pressure, at 0.6 Torr, the profiles begin to
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FIG. 4. Calculated 共axial average兲 value of the electric-field strength at the
cathode wall, as a function of electrical current, for different values of gas
pressure.

flatten at the center 共except at 1 mA兲, which shows that other
loss processes are gaining importance 关Figs. 3共c兲 and 3共d兲兴.
With further increase in pressure, at 0.8 Torr, a dip appears
at the axis for the profiles corresponding to the high currents
关Figs. 3共e兲 and 3共f兲兴, and finally, at 1 Torr, two maxima in
these profiles are clearly observed at the high currents 关Figs.
3共g兲 and 3共h兲兴. At the current of 1 mA, the densities peak at
the center, for all pressures, as in the experiment. One should
point out that the calculated density of the metastable atoms
at the cathode walls was adjusted to the experimental values
by imposing the boundary conditions 共see also above: Sec.
II B 2兲.
Indeed, in agreement with our experimental observations, it was assumed in the present model that the metastable population at the cathode walls was not zero. Hence,
we assumed that a fraction of the Ar+ ions arriving at the
cathode, after recombination with the electrons of the conduction band of the metal surface, comes back to the discharge as Arm metastable atoms. As we can see from Fig. 3,
the Arm metastable density at the walls increases with increasing current 共at constant pressure兲 and with decreasing
pressure 共at constant current兲, i.e., at conditions where the
reduced electric field increases 共see Fig. 4兲. The increase of
the reduced electric field means a rise in the average energy
of all charged particles. The fact that the metastable density
at the walls increases with the average energy of the impinging Ar+ ions may confirm our assumption that the metastable
population at the walls is the result of Ar+-ion resonant neutralization at the cathode surface, as the probability of this
process increases with rising incoming ion energy.46
The percentages of Ar+-ion flux needed to reproduce the
metastable density at the walls are shown in Fig. 5, for all the
discharge conditions analyzed here. At constant discharge
current, this fraction decreases with increasing pressure. This
is because at constant current, the ion current to the cathode
remains almost constant as the pressure increases, while the
diffusion flux of metastable atoms to the wall decreases almost as 共pressure兲−1. At constant pressure, this fraction also
decreases with increasing current, because the Ar+-ion flux to
the cathode increases linearly with the discharge current,
while the Arm metastable flux to the wall changes only
slightly. 共cf. the curves of 1 and 9 mA in the left column of
Fig. 3兲.

J. Appl. Phys. 97, 123305 共2005兲

FIG. 5. Calculated fraction 共in percent兲 of the Ar+ ion flux at the cathode
walls coming back to the discharge as Arm metastable flux, as a function of
the discharge current.

Some features of the measured profiles can, however, not
yet correctly be reproduced by the model.
a. At constant pressure, the calculated Arm metastable
atom densities increase with current, while experimentally
this is not the case for the lower currents. Indeed, the measured metastable population at 1 mA, at its maximum, is
higher than the corresponding values for 0.6, 0.8, and 1 Torr,
and at 0.3 Torr the maximum metastable density is the highest at 2 mA. The reason for the rise of calculated Arm metastable atom density with rising current is the increase of total
production rate with current, as is shown in Fig. 6. Indeed,
the fast electron, Ar+ ion, and fast Ar f atom fluxes, which
define all production mechanisms, are directly proportional
to current. Hence, in order to obtain a drop in calculated Arm
metastable density with rising current, as is observed in the
experimental results, the rates of the loss mechanisms should
increase more than linearly with current, in order to compensate for the increased production. However, at high current,
hence high electron density, the main loss is due to electron
quenching 共see below, Sec. IV B兲, for which the rate is only
proportional to the current. At low current, hence low electron density, diffusion is the dominant loss mechanism, but it
does not depend on current at all. Hence, our model is not
able to predict a higher metastable population at low current
共e.g., 1 or 2 mA兲 than at high current 共6 or 9 mA兲.
b. At constant current, with increasing pressure, the cal-

FIG. 6. Total production rate determining the Arm metastable atom density,
integrated over the entire discharge, as a function of total discharge current,
at four pressures.
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culated metastable density increases, while in the experiment
the opposite tendency is observed. As shown in Fig. 6, the
total production rate increases slightly with decreasing pressure, although it is worth to mention that the pressure effect
is much less pronounced than the current effect, described
above. The reason for this increasing production rate with
decreasing pressure results from the increasing contribution
of fast Ar+ ions and Ar f atoms. Indeed, at lower pressures,
the reduced electric field increases, as the discharge voltage
increases 共at constant current兲, and moreover, the energy relaxation length of Ar+ ions inside the CDS rises. So the fast
Ar+ ions and Ar f atoms have higher energy, and consequently, fast Ar+ ion and Ar f atom impact excitation become
more efficient as production mechanisms.11 However, in
spite of the increasing production rate with decreasing pressure, the calculated metastable density decreases with decreasing pressure. This is a consequence of the increasing
role of diffusion at lower pressure,13,29,56 spreading out the
metastable atoms to the walls, where they are destroyed upon
collisions with the wall. At 0.3 Torr, diffusion is the main
loss mechanism 共see also below, Sec. IV B兲, as can be deduced from the nearly parabolic shape of the calculated radial profiles.
A similar behavior of increasing Arm metastable population with increasing pressure and current was also found in
an Ar glow discharge with planar cathode in dc 共Refs. 18 and
24兲 and in 共Refs. 26 and 57兲 regimes, where the Arm metastable population has been measured 共by laser-induced fluorescence or by optical emission兲 and calculated 共with a hybrid model兲 at similar conditions as under study here.
Experimental and calculation studies performed in Ar PC
discharges28,29,53 at 0.075– 4 Torr show that the metastable
population increases up to 0.1 Torr and then decreases, i.e.,
the metastable population appears to saturate by the effect of
pressure at much lower values. This results from the much
larger vessel dimensions in these experiments, so that the
diffusion rate is significantly reduced, and hence, the relative
importance of volume-quenching mechanisms increases.
Hence, although it should be noted that in absolute values, the difference between the calculated and experimental
densities is not large 关i.e., at maximum a factor of 2, cf. Figs.
3共g兲 and 3共h兲兴, and can even be considered rather small, in
view of the uncertainties in the model 共and experiment to a
minor degree兲, we want to investigate in more detail why our
model, in its current state, i.e., with the rate coefficients and
cross sections used as presented in Table I, predicts a pressure dependence of the metastable atom population, which is
opposite to the experimental observations. In the following
sections, we will investigate in somewhat more detail the
relative contributions of the different production and loss
mechanisms, as well as the influence of the rate coefficients
and cross sections, in order to find out how a better agreement with experimental data might be obtained.
C. Production and loss processes determining the
metastable density

The effect of the different production and loss mechanisms in modeling the metastable atom density profiles can
be understood from Fig. 7, where the radial dependence of
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FIG. 7. Calculated radial profiles of the axially averaged production 共a,b兲
and loss 共c,d兲 rates determining the Arm metastable atom population at
6 mA, at 1 and 0.3 Torr, respectively.

the production and loss rates, averaged over the axial distance, are shown for a discharge of 6 mA, at 1 and 0.3 Torr,
as a representative example for all the discharge conditions
investigated here.
At 1 Torr, electron-impact excitation 共Rexc,e兲 is the main
production source for the metastable atom population, and
the maximum of the electron-impact excitation rate 关Fig.
7共a兲兴 is found at the same radial position as the maximum in
the metastable density 关Figs. 3共g兲 and 3共h兲兴, i.e., in the NG
close to the boundary with the CDS. At this pressure, only a
few heavy particles have enough energy for excitation.11
With decreasing pressure, as the mean energy of the fast
particles increases and taking into account that at energies
above 50 eV the cross sections for Ar+ ion and Ar f atom
impact excitation to the metastable state become higher than
the electron-impact excitation cross section, the production
rate by heavy particles 共Rexc,Ar+ , Rexc,Ar f 兲 increases, and they
turn out to be the main source for the metastable Ar atoms in
the CDS 关see Fig. 7共b兲兴. Electron-impact excitation remains
the main production source in the NG and its rate peaks,
similar to the metastable profile 关Fig. 7共b兲兴, at the center
共HCD axis兲. At low pressures, due to the increase of the
reduced electric field and the CDS length 共see Figs. 4 and 8兲,
the average electron energy at the discharge axis will be high
enough to cause excitation collisions to the metastable state,
while at high pressure, very few electrons will reach the
discharge axis with sufficient energy to undergo inelastic collisions.
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FIG. 8. Calculated radial electric-field distribution throughout the HCD, at
9 mA and at 0.3 Torr 共a兲, and at 1 Torr 共b兲.

The role of electron-ion recombination was found negligible for all the conditions, due to the low ionization degree
of the plasma 共10−5 – 10−4兲.10,11
Concerning the losses, we see that at 1 Torr the main
mechanism of destruction is electron transfer to the resonance level 共Rq,e兲. Diffusion to the walls becomes important
only in the CDS, as the maximum of the metastable atom
profile is found in the NG, close to the NG–CDS interface
关Fig. 7共c兲兴. This is in contrast with the calculated results at
0.3 Torr, where diffusion predominates over the other loss
processes all over the discharge volume and spreads out the
metastable atom population toward the walls, where the
metastable atoms undergo deexcitation 关Fig. 7共d兲兴.
Figure 9 shows the relative contributions of the different
production 共a兲 and loss 共b兲 processes, integrated over the
entire discharge, as a function of current, for the different
pressures investigated. It is clear from Fig. 9共a兲 that electronimpact excitation 共thin lines兲 is the dominant production
mechanism of Ar metastable atoms, at all conditions investigated, with a contribution ranging from 60% to almost
100%. The contribution decreases slightly with increasing
current and decreasing pressure. The reason is that the fast
Ar f atoms start to play a quite important role at higher current and lower pressure, as is also observed in Fig. 9共a兲
共thicker lines兲. Indeed, a higher current 共at constant pressure兲
and a lower pressure 共at constant current兲 correspond to a
higher discharge voltage, hence to a higher reduced electric
field 共see Fig. 4兲 and consequently higher energies of the fast
Ar+ ions and Ar f atoms, so that these species become more
efficient in excitation to the Arm metastable level. The contribution of fast Ar+ ions to the production of Arm metastables 关not shown in Fig. 9共a兲, for the sake of clarity兴 in-

FIG. 9. Calculated relative contributions of the main production 共a兲 and loss
共b兲 processes, integrated over the entire discharge, as a function of current,
at four pressures.

creases also slightly with current, and with decreasing
pressure, but it was always less than 4%, because of the
lower fast Ar+-ion flux and impact excitation cross section
compared to the fast Ar f flux11 and impact excitation cross
section.41 Finally, the contribution of electron-ion recombination is calculated to be negligible as production mechanism of the Arm metastable atoms, with a typical contribution
of less than 0.1%.
Concerning the loss mechanisms 关Fig. 9共b兲兴, diffusion to
the walls, followed by deexcitation at the walls 共thin lines兲,
is calculated to be the dominant loss mechanism at 0.3 Torr
and for low currents at all pressures investigated, with contributions ranging from 60% to over 90%. Electron-impact
transfer of the metastable to the resonance level 共thicker
lines兲 becomes increasingly important at higher current and
pressure, and it reaches a contribution of 60% at the highest
current and pressure investigated. This is likely expected because of the higher electron densities at higher current and
pressure. Some other loss processes 共not shown in the figure兲, such as electron-impact ionization from the metastable
level, pooling ionization, and two-body collisions with Ar
gas atoms, contribute for a few percent to the total loss of
Arm metastable atoms, whereas three-body collisions with Ar
gas atoms and Penning ionization of the sputtered Cu atoms
were calculated to contribute for less than 1%.
We can conclude that the Ar metastable atom profiles at
pressures of 0.8 and 1 Torr and at currents of 6 and 9 mA are
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mainly determined by two factors: 共i兲 enhanced production
through electron-impact excitation collision from the ground
state, which peaks near the CDS–NG interface, coupled by
共ii兲 enhanced loss, due to thermal electron quenching, at the
cylinder axis, i.e., at the position where the maximum of the
electron density is found for all the conditions investigated
共see, for example, Figs. 6–8 of Ref. 10兲. With decreasing
pressures, the main source of metastable atom production
remains the electron-impact excitation from the ground state,
but due to the increase of the electron energy relaxation
length, the maximum of the electron-impact excitation rate is
now shifted to the discharge axis. Moreover, as the discharge
pressure drops, the diffusion increases, becoming the main
loss, which is reflected by the nearly parabolic radial profile
of metastable atom densities at low pressures.
Integrated over the total discharge volume, the ionization
due to the metastable atoms was found to be less than 0.5%
of the total ionization rate.

D. Influence of the electron-quenching rate
coefficient

We have found that the profile of the metastable atom
population was greatly dependent of the electron-quenching
coefficient 共kq兲 employed in the calculations. For example in
Ref. 11 we have used a kq = 2 ⫻ 10−7 cm3 s−1, which is a
value commonly used in models in the literature, when a
collective metastable level is assumed,20,25,30,58 and we obtained for the higher currents 共6 and 9 mA兲, that the dip of
the calculated Arm radial profile at the HCD axis was much
more pronounced at 0.8 and 1 Torr. Moreover, at low pressures, the calculated metastable density profiles show also a
dip at the HCD axis 共see Fig. 8 of Ref. 11兲 in contrast with
the experimental observations.
We assumed in the present work that the effective
electron-quenching coefficient for the collective Ar metastable level should be in the same order as the electronimpact transfer coefficient from the metastable 3 P2 level to
the radiative level 3 P1, because these two are the most populated levels of the 3p54s group. In an Ar afterglow, Sadeghi59
measured an electron-impact rate coefficient for transfer
from the 3 P2 level to the 3 P1 level of 3.7⫻ 10−8 cm3 s−1.
We used an effective quenching coefficient equal to 1
⫻ 10−8 cm3 s1 because this yielded calculated density profiles in good agreement with the experimental values 共see
Fig. 10兲. We call this an effective electron-quenching coefficient because our model does not consider explicitly all the
four 3p54s levels. Hence, this coefficient implies the total
loss of the metastable atoms due to electron-impact transfer
from the metastable levels to the radiative levels and also the
reverse process. Indeed, radiative levels 3 P1 and 1 P1 are
resonant, i.e., due to the imprisonment of resonance radiation, their lifetimes are much higher than their radiative
lifetime.22,56
Using this value of kq, the comparison between the calculated and experimental results shows that the metastable
fluid model at 0.3 Torr works well 关see Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲兴,
but at higher pressures 共0.8 and 1 Torr兲 it overestimates the
metastable atom population 关cf. Figs. 3共e兲–3共h兲兴. This can be
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FIG. 10. Effect of considering different values for the electron-quenching
coefficients on the calculated Arm metastable atom density profile, illustrated
for a discharge at 0.3 Torr and 6 mA.

a consequence of not considering the interaction between the
different excited levels within the 3p54s state, because at this
pressure range, electron quenching was found the main loss
process, while at 0.3-Torr diffusion to the walls was found
the dominant loss mechanism. Also, kq could be electron
temperature dependent, hence pressure dependent, a fact that
was ignored in our model. However, another reason can be
that the total production at higher pressures is overestimated.
E. Influence of the electron, fast Ar+ ion and fast Arf
atom impact excitation cross sections

To calculate the rate of electron-impact excitation to the
metastable state, which is the main source of production, the
integrated electron-impact excitation cross section, also
called the optical-excitation cross section, was used for all
conditions. This cross section represents the direct excitation
from the ground state plus the contributions of excitation to,
and subsequent cascading from, higher-lying states. The contribution of the cascading from the higher-lying states in determining the population of the metastable state increases
with increasing the reduced electric-field strength.13,39 At
constant current, the reduced electric field increases with decreasing pressure 共see Fig. 4兲, because a constant current at
lower pressure arises from a higher discharge voltage. For
example, at 9 mA, the reduced electric field, at its maximum
value, i.e., at the cathode wall, at 0.3 Torr, is 2.7 times larger
than at 1 Torr, as can be seen from Figs. 8共a兲 and 8共b兲.
Hence it can be deduced that the contribution of cascading
from higher states is less important at higher pressure.
At its maximum, the integrated electron-impact excitation cross section to the metastable state presented by Puech
and Torchin39 which includes the contribution of cascading,
was equal to 2.4⫻ 10−17 cm2, which is 2.58 times larger than
the maximum of the direct electron-impact excitation cross
section60 共equal to 9.3⫻ 10−18 cm2兲.
Hence, in order to investigate how better agreement can
be reached between calculated and measured metastable densities, we have done some additional calculations, assuming
that at 1 Torr the metastable atom population is only due to
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共2兲 it might be that, besides the considered mechanisms, still
other loss processes should be included in the model, or
共3兲 maybe the rate coefficients of some processes were not
accurate enough. For instance, in the CDS, the sputtered
Cu atom density, as well as the Arm metastable density
itself, are calculated to be fairly high. Although the overall contribution of Penning ionization 共of sputtered Cu
atoms兲 integrated over the entire discharge region is
relatively low, this process might play a non-negligible
role in the CDS, where the density of the sputtered Cu
atoms is quite high. However, the rate coefficient of this
process is subject to considerable uncertainty. Indeed,
this rate coefficient was only estimated30 from an empirical formula.61 Also the rate coefficient of pooling
ionization 共by collision of two Ar metastable atoms兲 was
taken from Ref. 29, where it was adapted from the corresponding cross section for a similar process in Ne and
He. If for these rate coefficients higher values would be
adopted, these loss mechanisms might be more important in the CDS, thereby reducing the calculated metastable atom population, so that the latter could be in
better agreement with experiment.

FIG. 11. Comparison of the calculated 共axially averaged兲 and measured Ar
metastable atom density radial profiles at four different currents 共a兲 and the
calculated two-dimensional profile of the Arm metastable atom population at
6 mA 共b兲, after reduction of the total production rate at 1 Torr.
m

the contribution of direct excitation from the ground state.
For this purpose we have reduced the electron excitation
cross section of Puech and Torchin by a factor of 2.58. Moreover, we have also reduced by the same factor the Ar+ ion
and fast Ar f atom impact excitation cross sections to the
metastable state, because they were adopted from Phelps,41
and he considered them as upper limits.
Using these assumptions, the calculated metastable atom
populations at 1 Torr have dropped, and averaged over the
axial distance, they are in much better agreement with the
experimental profiles, as is illustrated in Fig. 11共a兲. Besides
that, the two-dimensional profiles of the Arm metastable atom
density stay 共almost兲 the same 关cf. Figs. 11共b兲 and 2共d兲兴. The
only difference in the profiles is given by the increase of the
ratio of the metastable population at the walls compared to
its maximum value, as the population at the walls was imposed by the boundary conditions, according to its measured
value, and hence it stays the same for these calculations.
F. Discrepancy between experiment and model in the
CDS

It is, however, apparent from Figs. 3 and 11共a兲 that for
all pressures investigated, the calculated metastable atom
population was still found to be higher in the CDS than the
experimental values. This can be a consequence of different
factors or a combination of them:
共1兲 Maybe the Ar+ ion and fast Ar atom impact excitation
cross sections are too high, which gives an overestimated production in the CDS, or

However, we do not want to adapt the rate coefficients
such as fitting parameters, without any scientific basis, in
order to reach better agreement with experiment. We think
that more insight can be obtained about the role of different
mechanisms, by discussing the discrepancies between model
and experiment.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a complete model for an Ar HCD
with Cu cathode, and we show the calculation results for the
Arm metastable atoms compared to their experimental density measured by laser absorption. Based on experimental
results, the following assumptions were made in the model:
共1兲 A fraction 共in the order of several percent兲 of the Ar+-ion
flux at the cathode walls returns back to the discharge as
Arm metastable atoms;
共2兲 The value for the electron-quenching rate coefficient is
assumed to be equal to 1 ⫻ 10−8 cm3 s−1, which is reasonable, compared to the measured values.
It was found that at low pressure, the metastable atom densities show a nearly parabolic profile at all currents investigated because of the important role of diffusion. When the
pressure increases, the density profiles become flatter, and at
high currents, they even exhibit two peaks at the CDS–NG
boundaries, with a dip at the discharge axis, which is determined mainly by the enhanced production by electronimpact excitation close to the CDS–NG boundaries and the
increasing role of the electron quenching as a loss mechanism of the metastable atom population.
The contribution of metastable atoms to the formation of
charges in the discharge is found to be negligible for the
conditions under study, both as ionization source as well as
in secondary electron emission from the cathode.
Finally, from the comparison between calculations and
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experiment, we could obtain a better insight in the relative
importance of different production and loss mechanisms, and
their corresponding rate coefficients and cross sections. The
metastable atom densities, calculated in this way, can be used
in our model, to predict their importance in the HCD, for
instance for Penning ionization of sputtered Cu atoms.33
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